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Abstract: This paper presents in the first section the exact evaluation of three single integrals relating to the dielectric behavior of 
two-dimensional electron plasmas. In the second section we present a procedure for reducing 3d-dimensional integrals of the form: 
fffdq dp dk D(q) a(p + k +q) f (p)  [1 - f (p  +q)l f(k)  [1 - f (k  +q)], where the vectors lie in d-dimensional space and f denotes the 
Fermi function, to tractable form. The second-order xchange integral for a d-dimensional electron gas is taken as an example and is 
evaluated inclosed form as a function of d. 
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1. Introduction 
The purpose of this article is to present he analytic evaluation of a number of integrals which arise in 
electron gas theory in various dimensions. In Section 2 we discuss three single integrals relating to the 
dielectric function and pair distribution function for the two-dimensional electron system of interest in the 
theory of semi-conductor inversion layers. Section 3 concerns a class of multiple integrals including several 
which occur in second-order perturbation studies of the ground state energy of an electron gas. A famous 
special case is the second-order xchange integral for three dimensions evaluated by Onsager et al. [1], and 
by Isihara and Ioriatti in two dimensions [2]. 
2. Three integrals from two-dimensional theory 
Our first example relates to the high temperature limit of the static dielectric function of a planar 
electron plasma [3] 
f~ e-X2 dx (1) 
~(Y)  = o~ x ------y 
and is essentially a Hilbert transform. To evaluate it, we note that 
e -  x2 = ~r- t/2 f0~d u e-"2/4 cos(xu) (2) 
and [4, eq. (15.1)] 
co__s( x_._.~u ) oo dx = - ,~ s in (yu) .  (3) 
oo x -y  
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Then, inserting (2) into (1) and using (3) we find [5, eq. (2.4)] 
~(y)  _~rl/2 fo~dU sin(uy)e_,2/,= . 2 . = v ,e -  ' Er f ( ,y ) .  (4) 
The second example concerns the dielectric function of a classical two-dimensional plasma [6, eq. (2.71)] 
1 r a xe -x2/2 
W(z) . . . . . . .  dx  (5) 
J _~x-z - iO  " 
By utilizing the relation 
and treating the Hilbert transform as in the preceding example, we find 
W(z) = 1 + i(½"~)l/2ze-~2/2Erf(iz/21/2) + i(½v)l/2e -z~/2. (7) 
Lastly, the pair correlation function for a classical two-dimensional electron gas can be expressed in 
terms of the integral [6, eq. (2.73)] 
(a) fO ~¢ X a j 0 I = (x )dx .  x+ 
By noting that x/ (x  + a) = 1 - a/(x + a) we find 
/o fo I = 1 - a e - "Mx dx e-S~Jo(x ) 
f0 J =l -a  e -a" + l - s  ds, 
(9) 
(a0) 
where we have used the common device of expressing a denominator as an exponential integral, and the 
well-known value of the Laplace transform of the Bessel function. Finally, we have [5, eq. (4.3)] 
I = 1 + 1 _ ½~ [H , (a )  - Y , (a) ] .  (11) 
Q 
3. A class of d-dimensional multiple integrals 
In this section we shall make use of the following notation: vectors k refer to d-dimensional space. 
Integration over such vectors, when there is no 'azimuthal '  dependence, can be performed in hyperspherical 
coordinates by means of the formula 
f dk 2"ff (d -1 ) /2  fo°Cdkkd-lfo~CdOsind-20. (12) 
F(½(d- 1)) 
The free electron energy corresponding to momentum hp is ep = hZp2/2m and the Fermi -D i rac  distribu- 
tion function is 
f (p )  = [1 + e p(',-~)] -1, (13) 
where ~" is the chemical potential and 13 is the reciprocal temperature in energy units. We shall use the 
combinations 
A(p)=f (p+q) - - f (p ) ,  a (p )=f (p ) [1  - f (p+q) ] ,  8(p)  = %+q-  %, (14) 
where q is a fixed vector. 
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We shall deal with the zero temperature limit of the class of integrals 
A(q)= f dp f dk ~(p + k + q)O(p)0(k) (15) 
as a function of the vector q and dimension d, which can be treated as a continuous parameter, and with 
the case where a is an odd function of its argument: a (p )=-a( -p ) .  By introducing the Fourier 
representation for a, the p and k integrations in (15) separate. However, each of these integrals involves two 
angle variables and (12) cannot be used before an intervening partial wave expansion and several 
coordinate transformations are made to eliminate the azimuthal angles. Onsager et al. [1] avoided this in 
three dimensions by making an ingenious elliptic transformation. It is simpler to postpone this step and 
first apply an identity used by Isihara and Ioriatti [2]. 
By making the substitution p = -p ' -q ,  k = -k ' -q  it is easily seen that 
with 
2.4(q ) = f dp f dq,~( p + k + q )Q'( p )Q'( k ), (16) 
where 
8(r, ;)=fde; f0%'e-z'f (24) 
Our aim of eliminating the azimuthal dependence of the integrand can now be achieved by realizing that 
A(p)  is the difference between two step functions and has the Laplace representation 
A(p) =f¢+i~¢_i~ 2,~i - -ds  e ~" [e_S~,+ * -  e_~,. ] ' c > O. (25) 
Q'(p) =/(p + 9)[1 - / (p) ] .  (iv) 
Next, we note that, by direct calculation, 
Q(p)Q(k  ) - Q ' (p )Q ' (k  ) = - ½A(p)A(k  ) [coth l  B6(p)  + coth½fl6(k)]. (18) 
Then from the partial fraction representation for the cotangent we have 
f l - lq '(p+ k + q) (19) coth½flS(p) + coth½flS(k) 4 
- -  [a (p )  +(2,Mn/fl)] [a (k )  +(2,~in/fl)] "n~ - -oo  
When (18) and (19) are inserted into (16) and the substitution k -~ -k  - q is made we arrive at 
A(p)  A(k) . (20) 
A(q) =1 ~ fdpfdkq'(P-*)a(P-k) ~(p)+(2=in/fl) 8(k)+(2~in/fl) 
"ff n=- -00  
In the zero temperature limit fl ~ oo the Euler-Maclaurin summation formula yields 
ff f f ~(p) A(k) (21) 1 dz dp dkq . (P -k la (p -k l$ (p l+ iz  8(k)+iz"  A(q)= 
By introducing the Fourier representation 
( p ) = fF (  r)e ~''dr, (22) ~t 
we have reduced the problem to the form 
A(q)= _l f[q. WF(r)]drfo°°dzB(r,z)B(_r,z), (23) 
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We insert (25) into (24) to obtain the difference of two integrals. In the first of these making the 
substitution p ~ -p  - q we find 
B(,,z)=f d241 e~ss dte-~' e - i ' " - ' 'C  ~m '~ \2m'  ' 
where t~ = r + ( h Z/m) tq and 
C(a, 1~) = fdpe-"P 'e -PL  (27) 
The integrand of (26) depends only on the angle between p and ~, which can be identified with the angle 0 
in (12). In this way we find using only tabulated formulas [5, eq. (2.4)] that 
C( a, ~ ) = ('ff/a ) d/2e-~:/4a. (28) 
After substituting (28) into (26) we are led to the tabulated inverse Laplace transform [5] 
2 d/2 f¢+ioo as  s_a/Z_,e~Se_(2,,~2/nh2,)=(h kr/m~) ja/z(krf), (29) 
c - ioo  2~i 
where, as is usual, we have written ~" = hZkZr/2m. Thus we find 
B(r, z) " d/2 - ( i /2 )q - r  oo -d /2  - - t  . 1 = --21(2"nkF) e fo dt~ e " sm(:q.!~)Jd/2(kF~). (30) 
We have now reduced the 2d-fold integral (15) to the (d+ 2)-fold integral (after performing the trivial 
z-integration). 
4m (2~rkF)d f dr[q. X7F(r)] A(q) = - ¢rh2----- ~ 
x fo°~fo °° dt'd/at, + t 2 sin(½q :~,)(f,f2) a/2sin(----~q" 2) Ja /2(kr f , ) Ja /2(kr fe) ,  (31) 
where 
~1 = r q" t lO ,  ~2 = r -- t20 .  (32) 
This as far as one can proceed analytically without specifying the Fourier transform F(r). However, in 
practice the integrals A(q) occur in the integrated form 
K= f dq D(q)A(q). (33) 
The integrals in [1,2] are of this type, for example. Without aiming at further generality, we shall 
concentrate on this case by setting 
a(p)~a(p) /p .q ,  D(q)=D(q). (34) 
The former of these substitutions merely eliminates the q- ~7 operator in (31), and concerning the second 
we shall merely assume that the Fourier cosine transform 
~( y ) = fo~COS( Xy ) x"- ED( x ldx (351 
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exists. Therefore the q-integration i (31) can be carried out, yielding 
K 4m(2'rrkr)d~rh 2 F(1-S~S1))~r'd-x)/2 of~fdt'dt2j ~ Jo [~dO sina-2Ofdrr(, ") 
× { ~[rcosO+1(t , - '2 ) ] -  ~[½('1 +/2)]} 
s./~( k,4,) J./2 ( k,42) 
× (36) (~,~)./~ 
where cos 0 = 0" ~- The t,, tz-integration can be simplified by making the affine transformation 
, = ( t ,  + t , ) r '  + ½(t2 - t~)q,  
whence 
~j=(tl +t2)(r'+½gl ), rcosO+1(t l - t2)=(ta +t2)r' cosO, 
and then introducing 
- l<x=(t2 - t l ) / ( t2+t l )< l ,  O<~y=(t l+t2)<~, 
so that dqdt 2 = ½y dx dy. After these operations, (36) becomes 
K= 2m(2~rkF)d ~r'd-l)/2 f0~d0 sin "-z of dr 
~h 2 r (½(d-  1)) 
X f,l_ dxfo°°dy F ly(r+ IxO) ] 
X {ff(ry cos 0 ) -  q~(½y)} J"/2[kFylr+ ½ql] J./2[kryl r -  ½0l] 
Ir + ½01"/21 r - 101 "/2 (37) 
We have therefore reduced the 3d-fold integral (33) to a (d + 3)-fold integral. This is as far as one can go 
without specifying the functions a (or F )  and D (or ~). 
As an example we shall take a = D to be the d-dimensional Fourier transform of the Coulomb 
interaction e2/ r :  
a(q) = D(q) = e2(4~r)"/zI'( l d -  l ) ) / /2g~-q  d-1 . (38) 
Then, up to a constant, K is the second-order exchange nergy of a d-dimensional gas of electrons 
interacting via the 1/r potential. From (38) we have 
F(r) = e2r -1 (39) 
and [5] 
q,(ry cos 0) - q~(½y) = -lnlkr cos 01. (40) 
Therefore (37) reduces to 
_ me____~4(4~r2kF)dfl dx ~ dy 
K = .n2h 2 -1 -0 Y 
fo r f dr  lnl½r cos 0 I × sin"-20 dO I t+ IXgI~I 
J./2[kFYl r+ 10[] Jd/2[kFyl r -  101] 
x (41) 
I," + ½01 `'/2 I t -  101 "/2 
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The y-integral is a tabulated Mellin transform and the x-integration is elementary leaving 
/ K= me4 (4 'n '2kF sina-2OdO dr 
~rZ h2d 
lnl½r cos 01, [ It___+_+ ½q__J+ ¼ + ½r cos 0 ) 
x Ir +_ ½Ol a log[ I r -  ½ql - -~ + ½r cos 0 " (42) 
The sign in the denominator of (42) is positive if Ir + ½qJ >~ [r - ½ql and negative otherwise. 
To conclude the calculation of (42) it is convenient to use d-dimensional cylindrical coordinates with q 
along the polar axis. Since the integrand epends only on the radial coordinate O, and the axial coordinate 
z = ½r cos 0, we have 
fd r  2~r(d-1) /2  oQ oo 
r(½(d- f fJ-o dZj  pd-2dp ' (43) 
which, after the now trivial 0-integration, leaves us with 
2me4 f0 ~ O d- 2d O K= r(½d+ 1) "d/2-2(4 '2t'r) a 
X fo [(z+l)2+p2] a/21n - -1+~/(z - -1 )2+02 . (44) 
Next, the successive substitutions t = (z - 1)/(z + 1), p = u/(1 - t) and u = 2s leads to the double integral 
2 d 1 dt l+t  2rne%a/2-2(4~r kF) f~I]--L---]log(]--L--~)F(t), (45) 
K= h2r(½d+ l) 
where 
sd-  2ds ( 1 + v/~+s2 } 
F(t)=ao °°[ log . (46) (s2+l)  a/2 t+ t2~-~Ys z 
Finally, this result can be reduced to a single integral in the following round-about way. Substituting the 
relation 
( 1 + 1Vt~ - ) ft 1 du (47) log = 
t+ t2~s z ~u2 + s z 
into (46), the s-integral is expressible as a hypergeometric function and we obtain 
1 /-1 du  E i 1 
F(t) = d -  1 "It ~-~2 , (~,~(d-  1);½(d+ 1); 1 - 1/u 2) (48) 
and thence by integration by parts and use of the transformation 
( m,u,) ,49  21ul 2F 1 1,½(3 - d)'½(d+ 1);-i-- ~ 2Fl(½, a ;a+l ;  1-1 /u  2) l+ lu  } ' , 
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we finally obtain the second-order exchange integral 
W2 x ~_~ 1 c;.,[[[dqdpdka(q)a(p+k+q)Q(p)Q(k) 
2(2,~)J" J J J  q'(q+p+k) 
_-= 4 (a/2)-2k  (2me4/h2)G(d), 
(a -  1)r( a + 1) 
299 
(50) 
where 
G(d)=  2f, du - "0 1 - -~u2F ' ( l ' a ;  2 -a ;  u) 
-foldu(lnu)22Fl(l'a;2-a;u)''i-+-u a=½(3-d) .  (51) 
When d is an odd integer the hypergeometric function reduces to a rational function and the remaining 
integration is easy. When d is even, however, its expression contains logarithms and the final integration 
leads to polylogarithmic transcendents. A few results are 
O(2) = 8/3(4) -  ~r2G = 1.128661652 .. . .  
G(3) = ~-f(3) - (½~r 2) In 2 = 0.477277467 .. . .  
G(4) = -0 .29079 . . . .  
G(5) = 2~(3) -~-  4,~2 In 2 + ~9,~ 2 = -0.2064139,  
where G =/3(2) and/3(4) are Catalan numbers. The result for d = 3 agrees exactly with the result in [1] and 
that for d = 2 agrees with the numerical result calculated in [2]. 
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